CHAPTER   X
LIBERAL  REPUBLICANISM
I,   THE  CONTRADICTIONS   OF  MODERN   LIBERALISM
the early days of the Third Republic were easy for Liberals,
most of whom had little difficulty in accepting the new
regime. Chiefly concerned as they had been, in the words of
Professor Esmein previously quoted, with the drafting of
institutions that would secure freedom under any outward
form of government, they soon realized that the Republic was
as likely as any other system to guarantee the kind of freedom
which they claimed *; the number of Liberal Monarchists
rapidly dwindled, and when in the early nineties the little band
of Catholic Liberal Royalists obeyed the Papal call to rally to
the Republic, it may be said that no Liberals remained who
would not claim to be Republicans. In the main the Republic
gave them the freedom for which they stood. Republican
officials might be high-handed at times ; centralization remained
oppressive for believers in local freedom; but the dark days
of the Second Empire soon became a bad dream for the
middle-class bourgeoisie, who, free alike from revolutionary
and reactionary aspirations, mainly demanded to be left free
to read and speak, to criticize within constitutional forms, and
only insisted on the Government being openly responsible to
some assembly. A middle-class Liberal had really very little to
complain of from the Government during the first thirty years
of the Republic: and the majority of the cabinets in office
during those years were, under various labels, composed of
representatives of the Liberal tradition.
The advent of Republicanism, coming immediately after
the disasters of 1870-1871, brought to a head problems which
Liberalism had so far been able to avoid, but which now called
for a definite solution, and revealed the hesitations and incon-
sistencies of Liberal thought. The growth of Socialism as a
purely economic factor could, of course, easily be met by the
1 The constitution of 1875 was strongly Liberal in essence; it seemed to
express, as Professor Esmein says, the views of Broglie and Prevost-Paradol.
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